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Abstract—As one of the Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP)
techniques, Joint Transmission (JT) can improve the overall
system performance. In this paper, from the load balancing
perspective, we study how the maximum load can be reduced
by optimizing JT pattern that characterizes the association
between cells and User Equipments (UEs). To give a model of
the interference caused by cells with different time-frequency
resource usage, we extend a load coupling model, by taking into
account JT. In this model, the mutual interference depends on
the load of cells coupled in a non-linear system with each other.
Under this model, we study a two-cell case and proved that the
optimality is achieved in linear time in the number of UEs. After
showing the complexity of load balancing in the general network
scenario, an iterative algorithm for minimizing the maximum
load, named JT-MinMax, is proposed. We evaluate JT-MinMax in
a Heterogeneous Network (HetNet), though it is not limited to this
type of scenarios. Numerical results demonstrate the significant
performance improvement of JT-MinMax on min-max cell load,
compared to the conventional non-JT solution where each UE is
served by the cell with best received transmit signal.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Long Term Evolution (LTE), Heterogeneous Networks
(HetNets) are viewed as an attractive approach for expanding
mobile network capacity as well as alleviating the traffic
burden [1]. In a HetNet, both overlaying Macro Cells (MCs)
and underlying Small Cells (SCs) are deployed. MCs provide
wide area data services and SCs offload part of the traffic
volume from MCs. For the forthcoming 5G, the concept of
ultra dense HetNet is proposed [1]. As one of the Coordinated
Multipoint (CoMP) techniques, Joint Transmission (JT) is
viewed as an important technique to incorporate large amount
of SCs into 5G networks [2], [3]. In JT, multiple geographi-
cally separated cells are allowed to transmit data to a User
Equipment (UE) simultaneously [4], so as to enhance the
Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise-Ratio (SINR). On the other
hand, the resource blocks for the data transmission to this UE
are consumed in multiple cells. From this point, the strategies
for JT should be chosen carefully with respect to the resource
block utilization.
Cell load balancing is a key role in radio resource opti-
mization in HetNet. A model characterizing the cell load is
introduced in [5], where the load is defined as the proportion
of resource blocks consumption on each cell. Rather than
taking the interfering cells as either fully loaded or fixed in
a constant load level, this model characterizes the property
that interference caused by one cell depends on the average
resource utilization of this cell. The cell load indicates the
likelihood of one cell that receives the interference from
another cell. In [6], it has been shown an accurate interference
dependent model for the network performance evaluation.
This paper extends the model by taking into consideration
JT. Under the extended model, the transmission pattern in JT
characterizing the association between cells and UEs affects
the network performance in a complicated way. For example,
letting a cell expand to serve a UE via JT can offload part of
the traffic burden from other cells. However, the interference
caused by this cell to other cells is increased, because more
resource blocks are consumed on this cell. Then the overall
performance might go worse.
There are a few recent investigations for cell load balancing
problems and JT in HetNets. In [7], a user association scheme
for load balancing in HetNets is proposed. In [8], by SC
range assignment, a load balancing algorithm is proposed in
consideration of the load coupling. In [9], JT cooperation is
modeled and analyzed for HetNet. However, as far as we
know, few work has been done on optimizing JT pattern in
such a load coupling model. Further, the load coupling model
proposed in [5] does not apply directly to the JT scenarios.
In this paper, we extends this model, and investigate how to
optimize the JT pattern so as to minimize the maximum cell
load. The contributions are summarized as follows.
1) A generalized load coupling model. The proposed model
differs from the previous work in the following aspects.
First, we extend the previous load coupling model by
taking into consideration the JT scenarios. This model
characterizes the influence caused by the change of JT
pattern on load.
2) Theoretical analysis for a two-cell case. For this case, two
cells are deployed in the network and the two cells serve
the same number of UEs. The transmit power and the
channel gain of the two cells are symmetric. It is proved
that the global optimality is achieved in linear time in the
number of UEs.
3) Load balancing for the general scenarios. We showed
the computational complexity of load balancing in the
general case. A sufficient condition for min-max cell load
is given. Based on the condition, an heuristic algorithm
JT-MinMax is proposed.
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II. SYSTEM MODEL AND GENERALIZED LOAD COUPLING
A. Basic Notations
Denote the sets of all cells by I. Denote by I ′ and I\I ′
the sets of all MCs and SCs, respectively. Denote the set of
UEs by J. Let n = |I| and m = |J|. Each UE can be served
simultaneously by more than one cells. Let Ij denote the set
of cells serving UE j, and Ji the set of UEs served by cell
i, respectively. We exclude the case that the UE’s demand
is zero, so that each UE is served by at least one cell, i.e.,
|Ij| > 1, ∀j ∈ J. The JT pattern is given by an n×m matrix
κ, where κij = 1 means that cell i is currently serving UE j.
We have |Ij| =
∑n
i=1 κij and |Ji| =
∑m
j=1 κij, for ∀i ∈ I and
j ∈ J, respectively.
B. Load Coupling with JT
For convenience, we let the JT pattern be fixed in the
expression of the SINR and the cell load, in this subsection.
1) SINR in JT: We model the SINR γj of UE j in Eq. (1).
γj =
∑
i∈Ij pigij∑
k∈I\Ij pkgkjxk + σ
2 (1)
In Eq. (1), the transmit power per resource block (in time
and frequency) of cell i is pi (pi > 0), and gij is the channel
gain between cell i and UE j. And
∑
i∈Ij pigij is the received
signal power from all the serving cells Ij of the UE j. In the
denominator, σ2 is the noise power. Entity xk is the load of
cell k, which is defined to be the proportion of resource blocks
consumed on cell k by all the UE j ∈ Jk. In this context, xk is
intuitively interpreted as the likelihood that the served UEs of
cell i receive the interference from k on all resource blocks.
Thereby, the term
∑
k∈I\Ij pkgkjxk is the interference that
UE j received from other cells.
2) Cell’s Load for a given Bitrate Demand: The load of
any cell i, is represented in Eq. (2), in concern of the bitrate
demand of its served UEs.
xi =
∑
j∈Ji
yj, where yj =
dj
MB log2 (1 + γj)
(2)
In Eq. (2), dj, is the bitrate demand of UE j. In the
denominator, B is the bandwidth per resource block and M
is the total number of resource blocks available in each cell.
The entity B log2(1+γj) is the achievable bitrate per resource
block and thus MB log2(1+γj) is the total achievable bitrate
for UE j. Then yj is the proportion of the resource block
consumption of UE j on all its serving cells. Note that the
resource blocks of any UE j consumed on each of its serving
cells i ∈ Ij are equal, which conforms to that the transmitted
data from all cells to a certain UE should be the same in JT.
This can be verified in Eq. (2). If UE j is served by cell i and
cell k simultaneously, then the consumed resource blocks yj
appears as a term in both xi and xk. In the remaining part
of this paper, for simplicity, we let MB = 1 without loss of
generality, and dj is normalized by MB. We remark that this
is an approximate interference coupling model, in which all of
the cell load is counted as the likelihood that other cells receive
the interference from this cell. Actually, the UEs served by a
certain cell at the same time do not share the resource blocks
thus generating no mutual interference among each other. For
simplicity, we treat all the cell load as the interference part in
this model.
C. Load Coupling Model Characterizing JT pattern
In this subsection, we extended the load coupling model to
characterize the JT pattern. We define the cell load function
and the SINR function in Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), respectively.
fκi (γ) :=
m∑
j=1
κijdj
log2 (1 + γj)
(3)
hκj (x) :=
n∑
i=1
pigijκij
n∑
k=1
pkgkjxk(1 − κkj) + σ2
(4)
For fκi and h
κ
i , the set Ji in Eq. (2) and Ij in Eq. (1)
are indicated by κ. We let fκ(·) = [fκ1 (·), fκ2 (·), . . . , fκn(·)]
and hκ(·) = [hκ1 (·),hκ2 (·), . . . ,hκn(·)]. Thereby we have the
following load coupling equation, shown in Eq. (5).
x = fκ ◦ hκ(x) (5)
In Eq. (5), symbol “◦” represents the compound relationship
between functions. In other words, f ◦ h(x) means f[h(x)].
Some of our results essentially rely on the framework of the
standard interference functions (SIF) introduced by Yates in
[10] and has been further studied by Schubert et. al. in [11].
After giving definition of SIF, we show some properties and
an observation.
Definition 1. A function f: Rm+ → R++ is called an SIF if
the following properties hold:
1) (Scalability) αf(x) > f(αx), ∀x ∈ Rm+ , α > 1.
2) (Monotonicity) f(x) > f(x′), if x > x′.
Property 1. A standard interference function f has the fol-
lowing properties [11]:
1) The function f has a fixed point x∗ if and only if there
exists x′ ∈ Rm+ satisfying f(x′) 6 x′.
2) For the sequence x(0), x(1), . . . generated by fix-point
iteration, if there exists k satisfying f(x(k)) 6 f(x(k+1)),
then the sequence x(k), x(k+1), . . . is monotonously de-
creasing (in every component).
Observation 1. Given κ, fκi ◦ hκ(·) is an SIF of x if 1)
there exist i ∈ [1,n], j ∈ [1,m] such that κij = 1 and 2)∑n
k=1 κkj < n.
For any cell i, if there exists i ∈ [1,n] and j ∈ [1,m] such
that κij = 1, then fi(·) is a function of hj. For any UE j,
if
∑n
k=1 κkj < n, then there is at least one cell k such that
κkj = 0. For this cell k, there exist a UE j ′ 6= j such that
κij′ = 1. Therefore, hj(·) is a function of x. We can verify
that the function fκi ◦hκ(x) is concave for x. (Due to the space
the proof is not given here but will be published elsewhere).
By the conclusion in [2] that any concave function is an SIF,
we get that fκ◦hκ(x) is an SIF of x. It is shown in [10] that an
SIF Eq.can be solved by fixed-point iterations. Thus for each
given JT pattern, we can compute the corresponding network-
wide cell load by doing fixed point iterations in fκ ◦ hκ(x).
III. LOAD BALANCING FOR A TWO-CELL CASE
We first investigate a symmetric two-cell case that is
tractable, as an introduction to the load balancing problem
in the load coupling model. There are cell 1 and cell 2
in the network. We denote the set of the two cells’ served
UE by 1, 2, . . . ,m and m + 1,m + 2, . . . , 2m respectively.
The symmetry is reflected in the following aspects. First, the
transmit power of cell 1 and 2 are the same, i.e., p1 = p2.
Second, for every UE j ∈ [1,m], we have the channel gain
satisfying g1,j = g2,m+j and g1,m+j = g2,j. Besides, we have
dj = dm+j as the user demand of any UE j ∈ [1,m].
A. Formulation
The load of any UE j served simultaneously by both cell 1
and 2 is a constant, shown in Eq. (6). This is because γj is
independent of both x1 and x2 in this case.
cj :=
dj
log2
(
1 + p1g1j+p2g2j
σ2
) (6)
We use the vector κ = [κ1, κ2, . . . ,κm] to denote the JT
pattern, i.e., κj = 1 means UE j is served by both cell 1
and 2. Otherwise, UE j is served only by cell 1 or cell 2,
depending on whether j is larger than m. Let yj, j ∈ [1,m] be
the load that UE j consumed on cell 1. Let yj, ∈ [m+1, 2m]
be the load that UE j consumed on cell 2. The load coupling
Eq.is re-written as Eq. (7) and Eq. (8).
x1(κ, x2) :=
m∑
j=1
yj, yj =
(1 − κj)dj
log2
(
1 + p1g1j
p2g2jx2+σ2
) + cjκj (7)
x2(κ, x1) :=
2m∑
j=m+1
yj, yj =
(1 − κj)dj
log2
(
1 + p2g2j
p1g1jx2+σ2
) + cjκj (8)
Note that x1 and x2 are mutually coupled with each other.
In addition, both x1(·) and x2(·) are SIF in x2 and x1,
respectively. That means, if the load of either cell is reduced,
then that of the other will be also reduced. The load balancing
problem is formalized in Eq. (9).
[MinMaxL-S] min
x1,x2,κ
η (9a)
s.t. x1 = x1(κ, x2) (9b)
x2 = x2(κ, x1) (9c)
x1, x2 6 η (9d)
0 < x1, x2 6 1 (9e)
κj ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ [1, 2m] (9f)
In MinMaxL-S, η is the maximum cell load that we want
to minimize. Load coupling constraints are shown in (9b) and
(9c).
B. Main Results
Lemma 1. In MinMaxL-S, yj = ym+j at convergence if κj =
κm+j for all j ∈ [1,m].
Proof. If κj = κm+j = 1, then yj = ym+j = cj. Now we
focus on the case of κj = κm+j = 0. Suppose yj > ym+j.
(The proof for the less-than case is similar.) Then we have
x2 > x1, since
1) yj and ym+j is monotonically increasing function in x2
and x1, respectively
2) both yj and ym+j are symmetric in all other parameters
with each other
Therefore, for any k 6= j with κk = κm+k = 1, we have
yk > ym+k, which leads to x1 > x2, conflicting the former
results.
Definition 2. The symmetric JT rule is that, when cell 2
expands to serve any UE j ∈ [1,m], cell 1 also expands to
serve the UE m+ j.
Lemma 2. For any non-symmetric JT pattern, there exists
a corresponding symmetric JT pattern achieves the lower
maximum load.
Proof. Let κ = [κ1,κ2] be a non-symmetric JT pattern, where
κ1 = [κ1, κ2, . . . ,κm] and κ2 = [κm+1, κm+2, . . . ,κ2m] with
κ1 6= κ2. Denote by x1 and x2 the load at convergence,
with κ = 0. Denote by x1 and x2 the load before any
iteration after we change κ to κ. That is, x1 = x1(κ1, x2) and
x2 = x2(κ
2, x1). Suppose x1 > x2 (The proof for the less-than
case is similar). Let κ1
′
= κ2, and then κ′ = [κ1′ ,κ2] is a sym-
metric JT pattern. Let x ′1 = x1(κ
1′ , x2) and x ′2 = x2(κ
2, x1).
Due to the symmetry, we have x ′1 = x1 and x
′
2 = x
′
1 = x1.
For any yj in x1 and yk in x2, we have yj > yk, because
of x2 > x1. Therefore, in the next iteration of the non-
symmetric case with κ, x1 will increase, which further causes
x2 increase. Let x∗1 and x
∗
2 be the load after we change κ to
κ at convergence. We have x∗1 > x
′
1. For the symmetric JT
case with κ′, according to Lemma 1 and the unique fix-point
property of SIF, x ′1 = x
′
2 is at convergence, which is less than
both x∗1 and x
∗
2 . Thus the conclusion.
Definition 3. The gain of load for any UE j ∈ [1, 2n] is
defined as Gj := yj − 2cj where yj is the load with κ = 0.
Theorem 1. (Greedy Selection) Suppose η and η ′ are the
maximum load at convergence for κ and κ′, respectively.
Under the symmetric JT rule, η ′ < η if and only if∑j=2m
j=1 κ
′
jGj >
∑j=2m
j=1 κjGj.
Proof. By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we have
∑j=m
j=1 κjGj =∑j=2m
j=m+1 κjGj and
∑j=m
j=1 κ
′
jGj =
∑j=2m
j=m+1 κ
′
jGj Then we
focus on
∑j=m
j=1 κjGj and
∑j=m
j=1 κ
′
jGj. For the necessity, we
prove its converse-negative proposition. If
∑j=2m
j=1 κ
′
jGj <∑j=2m
j=1 κjGj, then the new convergence points for κ and
κ′ are x1 = x1 −
∑j=2m
j=1 κjGj and x
′
1 = x −
∑j=2m
j=1 κ
′
jGj
respectively. And we have x ′1 > x1 thus η
′ > η. The proof of
the sufficiency is the same as that for the necessity.
By Theorem 1, it is shown that a greedy algorithm achieves
the global optimality for MinMaxL-S problem, by utilizing the
greedy selection rule on Gj. That is, to let κj = 1 if Gj > 0,
for all j ∈ [1, 2m].
IV. A GENERAL LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHM
A. Formulation
The formulation for load balancing in the general case is
shown in Eq. (10). The objective is to minimize the maximum
cell load η. The optimization variable κ gives the JT pattern
for each UE. The load coupling Eq.is in constraint (10b).
Constraint (10c) gives the definition of the maximum load
η. In constraint (10d), the load of each cell is limited to 1 at
most. In constraint (10e), each UE is limited to be served by
at most K(K < n) cells at a time. Constraint (10f) appoints
the domain of definition for κ.
[MinMaxL-G] min
x,κ
η (10a)
s.t. x = fκ ◦ gκ(x) (10b)
xi 6 η ∀i ∈ I (10c)
0 < xi 6 1 ∀i ∈ I (10d)
n∑
i=1
κij 6 K ∀j ∈ J (10e)
κij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (10f)
B. Main Results
The first main result is the computational complexity of
MinMaxL-G shown in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. MinMaxL-G is NP-hard.
Proof. The complexity of MinMaxL-G is proved by a reduc-
tion from the 3-SAT problem. Due to the limit of the paper
length, the proof detail is not shown here, but will be published
in a journal version.
Lemma 3. Suppose κij = 0 −→ κ ′ij = 1. Then ∀x, f ◦
hκ
′
(x) 6 min
{
f ◦ h(x), fκ′ ◦ hκ′(x)
}
.
Proof. On one hand, hκ
′
(x) > h(x) =⇒ f◦hκ′(x) 6 f◦h(x).
On the other hand, fκ
′
(γ) > f(γ) =⇒ fκ′ ◦ hκ′(x).
We show a sufficient condition in Theorem 3, for improving
the maximum cell load η in MinMaxL-G, corresponding to
adding a JT downlink between cell i and UE j. Suppose
we change the element κij in κ from 0 to 1 and denote
the obtained pattern by κ′. This operation is denoted by
κij = 0 −→ κ ′ij = 1.
Theorem 3. Suppose κij = 0 −→ κ ′ij = 1, x˜ = f ◦ h(x˜)
and x = fκ
′ ◦ hκ′(x). Then x 6 x˜ if ∃k > 1 in the iteration
x(k) = f◦hκ′(x(k−1)) such that fκ′c ◦hκ
′
(x(k)) 6 x(k)c , where
x(0) = x˜.
Proof. The basic idea is to construct an iteration process
that making the cell load vector in iterations monotonically
decreases. In iterations t ∈ [1,k], let x(t) = f ◦ hκ′(x(t−1)).
By Lemma 3, we have x(1) = f◦hκ′(x(0)) 6 f◦h(x(0)) = x(0)
By Property 1, part 2), we have
x(k) 6 x(k−1) 6 · · · 6 x(0) (11)
In iterations t > k, let x(k+1) = fκ
′ ◦hκ′(x(k)). According to
the condition in Theorem 3, fκ
′
c ◦hκ
′
(x(k)) 6 x(k)c holds. For
any i 6= c, by Eq. (3) and Eq. 4, we have fκ′i ◦ hκ
′
(x(k)) =
fi ◦ hκ′(x(k)). According to the monotonicity and Eq. (11),
fi ◦hκ′(x(k)) 6 fi ◦hκ′(x(k−1)) = x(k) holds. Then we have
x(k+1) = fκ
′ ◦hκ′(x(k)) 6 x(k) By Property 1, part 1) and 2),
at convergence we have x = fκ
′ ◦ hκ′(x) 6 · · · 6 x(k+1) 6
x(k). Combined with Eq. (11), we have x 6 x(0) = x˜. Hence
the conclusion.
C. Algorithm Design
As shown in Algorithm 1, the basic idea of JT-MinMax
is to check if a better maximum cell load can be obtained
by the sufficient condition given in Theorem 3. Parameter
γ is an integer, used as the counting variable. JT-MinMax
goes over the network for γ iterations. Parameter τ is the
pre-assigned maximum number of iterations on checking the
sufficient condition. Both γ and τ affect the performance of
JT-MinMax. Basically, the larger γ and τ guarantee the better
solution, while on the other hand increasing the computation
effort.
Algorithm 1 JT-MinMax
Given: p, d, w, x, y, τ, γ
Output: κ∗, x∗
1 while γ > 0
2 for i← 1 to n and j← 1 to n
3 if κij = 0
4 κ′ ← κ : κij ← 1
5 for k← 1 to τ
6 if
n∑
h=1
κhj 6 K
7 x(k) ← f ◦ hκ(x(k−1))
8 if fκ′c ◦ hκ
′
(x(k)) 6 x(k)c
9 κ← κ′
10 break
11 γ← γ− 1
12 κ∗ ← κ
13 x∗ = fκ∗ ◦ gκ∗(x∗)
14 return κ′, x∗
V. SIMULATION
The network layout, as deployed in [12], is illustrated in
Fig. 1 (a). There are seven hexagonal cell regions in total,
of which the center is deployed with one MC, indexed by
numbers 1–7. Two SCs are randomly placed in each hexagon,
indexed by numbers 8–21. Thirty UEs are randomly and
(a) A HetNet layout example.
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(b) Load with respect to user demand
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(c) Load for JT-MinMax and Non-JT in each cell.
Fig. 1. The sub-figure (a) illustrates the HetNet layout, where MC, SC and UE are denoted by ©, , and · respectively. Sub-figures (b) and (c) shows the
numerical results.
uniformly distributed in each hexagonal region. The HetNet
operates at 2 GHz. Each resource block follows the LTE
standard of 180 kHz bandwidth and the bandwidth for each
cell is 4.5 MHz. The transmit power per resource block for
MCs and SCs are set to 200 mW and 50 mW, respectively.
The noise power spectral density is set to -174 dBm/Hz. The
path loss follows COST-231-HATA model and the shadowing
coefficients are generated by the log-normal distribution with
8 dB standard deviation. The network is initialized to that
each UE is connected to the cell (MC or SC) with the best
received signal power. In JT-MinMax, γ and τ are set to 5
and 20, respectively.
In Fig. 1 (b), we compare the maximum cell load in the
initial non-JT case with JT-MinMax, with respect to user
demands. In the initial non-JT case, we let each UE select its
serving cell by the best received signal power. By JT-MinMax,
the maximum cell load is reduced by 17.82% on average.
For the maximum achievable user demand, the maximum cell
load is improved by 24.81%. We can see from Fig. 1 (b)
that the improvement is much more significant in higher user
demand. When the user demand is very low, there is visually
no difference between the two schemes. Fig. 1 (c) shows the
load of each cell for the maximum achievable user demand. We
can see from the result that, by JT-MinMax, the load is reduced
for both MCs and SCs. On average, the difference between
maximum and minimum cell load is reduced by 25.21% via
JT-MinMax. Specifically, the apparently high load of some
cells, e.g., cells 1, 3, 6, 12 and 18, are reduced.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a generalized version of the load
coupling model, taking into account JT. The load coupling
equations are given for both cells and UEs. Then we show two
observations in terms of SIF property of these load coupling
equations. Under the proposed model, the load balancing
problem is studied for both a special two-cell case and the
general scenario in HetNet. For the special two-cell case, we
show that the greedy algorithm achieves the global optimality.
For the general case, a sufficient condition for reducing the
cell load is given, which is utilized as a criterion for adding
the JT downlinks in the proposed algorithm JT-MinMax. For
the HetNet scenario, JT-MinMax leads to better performance
in maximum cell load than Non-JT solution.
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